Fluid Foundations seminar with Amanda Nelson
Distance and Communication seminar with Amanda Nelson
Amanda Nelson is Internationally known for her distance handling skills. She has been
teaching seminars for 20+ years throughout the United States and other countries. Amanda’s
foundations focuses on teaching dog and handler teamwork. Amanda uses techniques
consisting of targeting, food rewards, and toy rewards to create a fun learning environment
for the dog and the handler. The result is a fast, fun, and motivated dog in the agility ring. Her passion is
foundation work, and she believes that 98% of all agility issues stem from a weak
foundation.
The Friday/Saturday, 2 day, seminar will cover:
Clear communication between dog and handler (lecture)
Marker words (lecture)
Rewards and how to use them (food and toys)
Active and Stationary targets, how and when to use both
Feeding, Nutrition, and Enrichment, how that impacts your dog and their agility career (lecture)
Body Cues and Verbal Cues - How, When, and Why to use them. (lecture)
Why Cones? Why not?
Startline Routines
Finish Line routines
Obstacle commitment and building value
Creating a foundation and rewarding/maintaining the foundation. (lecture)
Contact Foundations
Distance Foundations
Weave Foundations (Lecture Only)
The Sunday, 1 day, Distance/Communication seminar will cover:
Working on timing, connection with dog, and handling cues
Strategy, analysis – how to determine the most efficient path for your dog and
your handling utilizing regular and chances courses

Amanda Nelson Seminar
September 11/12 (Foundations) and
September 13 (Distance and Communication)
Canines By Karen / Finny Farm
6474 Morganton Road
Greenback, TN 37742

Questions: KarensCanineCompanions@gmail.com or text 865-604-1565
Make checks payable to Canines By Karen or paypal to the e-mail address above

Handler Name_________________________________________
Dog name____________________________________________
Phone #______________________________________________
Emergency Phone # ____________________________________
Email address_________________________________________
2 day (Friday/Saturday) Foundations Seminar:
Working Spot $200_____________ Auditing Spot $50____________

1 day (Sunday) Distance and Communication Seminar:
Working spot $150 __________ Auditing spot $25 ______

Total amount______________________
Payment in full is required to hold your spot. Refunds will be given if we fill, and a replacement can be
found.

Seminar will run 9am to 4pm each day with an hour lunch break.

